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C r a c k d o w n  p e r f o r m a n c e

T he Head Bureau of the Coast

Guard under the Executive

Yuan Coast  Guard Administration

has lodged in a report from the Suao

Fishery Radio Station at 14:10 on the

afternoon of January 24, 2005 citing

that a locally registered fishing vessel,

“ Ruei Jin Fah #6, has encountered

fishing disputes with a mainland-reg-

istered fishing vessel, “ Min Lien #173, has request deploying vessels to

render assistance.

Upon logging in the report, the Head Bureau of the Coast Guard

has immediately instructed the sixteenth Coast Guard squad to deploy

on line the patrol vessel PP-3561 to the incident site, in addition to the

squad's PP-3558 patrol vessel that has also been deployed to call on the

site to provide assistance.  At 15:50, the patrol vessel PP-3561 arrived at

the incident area, where at the area are the local ship, “ Ruei Jin Fah #6

and the mainland vessel, “ Min Lien #173, in addition to several con-

gregating mainland fishing vessels.  As a safety precaution, and to avoid

the incident from aggravating, the aerial surveillance squad, the Keelung

Coast Guard patrol vessel, PP-10001 and the Northern regional mobile

Coast Guard squad's “ Keelung #118, have been called upon to render

assistance.  A communication contact made by “ PP-3561 captain Wu

Amid fishing net disputes be-
tween fishing vessels across the
strait, the Coast Guard frigate
rushes to provide mediation
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An-ho reveals that the incident involves a snag of the two ship's tow

nets, in which the mainland vessel has refused to assume the responsi-

bility of making restitution, counting on a large presence of mainland

ships versus the lone Taiwan-based fishing vessel.  Through the captain's

meditation by having the two sides present on board the SS PP-3561

patrol vessel, a settlement has been reached between the two sides at

17:15, in which the mainland registered  Min Lien #173  agrees to pay

the Taiwan-based fishing vessel, Ruei Jin Fah #6 , the sum of $7000

renminbi; following the dispute settlement have the mainland fishing

vessels begin to disperse, and a report is lodged in with the bureau call-

ing off the deployment.

At 14:00 on January 25, 2005,  Ruei Jin Fah #6 captain Ju Fu-

an, accompanied by Ruei Fan Township Fishermen Association direc-

tor and secretary general et al, has called on the Coast Guard squad to

present his gratitude, and presents a specially produced commemora-

tive plaque citing "Safeguarding the Fishermen" in an effort to show his

gratefulness for the administration's safeguarding the ships operating

within Taiwan's territorial waters, which remains an irrefutable duty of

the Coast Guard Administration.  Of late, as mainland fishing vessels

frequently trespass to conduct fishery catch in Taiwan's territorial waters,

or engage in bullying acts or blackmailing Taiwan-based fishing vessels

when working in the high sea, counting on a large presence of main-

land fishing vessels and being far away from the homeland.  Besides as

the victim vessel is often caught off guard from responding properly, it

is not uncommon that stress calls are phoned in quite frequently, to this

it is no wonder that ship captain Ju is especially thankful for the Coast

Guard squad's promptly arriving at the scene to provide necessary

assistance.

(The author is with the 16th Coast Guard squad)
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